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Introduction to the methodology
Plastic pollution is a key environmental challenge that has received significant public attention in recent years. While it is often attributed to a “take-make-dispose” economic model, plastic leakage is a complex issue with multiple sources and actors involved. Addressing this challenge requires all stakeholders joining forces to intervene at various levels.

Resolution No. 6 on marine plastic litter and microplastics adopted at the Fourth Session of the UN Environment Assembly in 2019 highlighted the importance of a harmonised methodology to measure plastic flows and leakage along the value chain. However, countries and cities are still faced with a key knowledge gap in understanding the magnitude of the challenge and in need of tools to address the root sources of the problem.

Co-developed by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), the National Guidance for Plastic Pollution Hotspotting and Shaping Action contributes to filling this gap. The Guidance provides a methodological framework and practical tools applicable at different geographical scales.

The Guidance also goes one step beyond the quantification and qualification of plastic pollution. It also offers an effective interface between science-based assessments and policy making. The basis of the Guidance starts with mapping plastic leakage and its impacts across the values chain by collecting and analysing relevant data on plastic production, consumption, waste management and disposal, and prioritise hotspots. The Guidance enables governments in collaboration with key stakeholders to identify and implement corresponding interventions and instruments to address the prioritised hotspots. Once decision-makers are equipped with credible knowledge on their status using the Guidance, they can set targets, agree and implement actions, and monitor progress.

The recent COVID-19 pandemic reminds us once more that we are living in a fast-changing world where emergencies and sustainability challenges are closely linked with the health of our environment and human wellbeing. This Guidance allows users to locate the most relevant hotspots in evolving circumstances in such emergencies and with updated data and analysis, help define solutions to meet new and pressing needs of a country or city. The methodology also enables the tracking of plastic consumption in various sectors such as healthcare, agriculture and food, logistics and transport, as well as in households, in order to develop corresponding solutions to reduce the adverse impacts.

We anticipate that governments, industries and other relevant stakeholders will find this Guidance useful in shaping national and local strategies to close the plastic tap and improve circularity. Building upon this Guidance, UNEP and IUCN are committed to further enhance the harmonisation of methodology at global level jointly with partners and stakeholders, while simultaneously supporting the collection and sharing of data that addresses national and local priorities. We look forward to engaging with all of you in our common fight against plastic pollution.

Ligia Noronha
Director, Economy Division
United Nations Environment Programme

Stewart Maginnis
Global Director of the Nature-based Solutions Group
International Union for Conservation of Nature
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The attention on plastic pollution has intensified in recent years among national governments and the global community. The ‘National Guidance for Plastic Pollution Hotspotting and Shaping Action’ (hereinafter referred to as ‘the Guidance’) aims to provide a structure for the methods of identifying plastic leakage ‘hotspots’, finding their impacts along the entire plastic value chain, and then prioritising actions once these hotspots are identified. The Guidance sprung from our desire to address the challenge to define an effective strategy to address plastic pollution, in a systemic way. It is aimed at enabling countries, regions, or cities to take and use this structure, or framework, in their own environments.

Currently, a number of organisations and initiatives are looking to develop methodologies and approaches to assess the flow and leakage of plastics. They seek to address the complexity of the plastics value chain; the unquantified magnitudes of impacts on the environment, including marine ecosystems. There is a clear need for a better understanding of the origins of major plastic leakages as well as for more accurate knowledge on which actions will make the biggest impact. The Guidance attempts to address that need.

Countries, regions and cities will benefit from this more harmonised quantification of plastic leakage and impact, allowing them to establish a baseline for benchmarking and tracking the progress of interventions. As demonstrated in the Guidance, the assessment and tracking will need to be comprehensive, consistent, comparable and credible, based on a methodology which harmonises existing data, tools and resources. The Guidance takes a holistic approach, covering major types of plastic polymers and products, as well as their leakage and impacts along the full value chain. The Guidance is action oriented and supports the users with a reproducible workflow, with a set of tools and templates for data collection, analysis, diagnosis, planning and implementation.

The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), and the Life Cycle Initiative have co-developed the Guidance: a harmonised methodological framework to be applied in the real world.

This Guidance will contribute to the achievement of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), in particular SDG 12 which focuses on ensuring sustainable production and consumption patterns, and SDG 14 which aims to conserve and sustainably use the services of the oceans, seas and marine resources. The Guidance will also contribute to the implementation of the resolutions adopted at the fourth session of United Nations Environment Assembly (UNEA4) in March 2019, including but not limited to the resolution on achieving sustainable production and consumption (UNEP/EA.4/Res.1), the resolution on marine plastic litter and microplastics (UNEP/EA.4/Res.6) and the resolution on addressing single-use plastic products pollution (UNEP/EA.4/Res.9).

ADDED VALUE OF THE GUIDANCE

**HOLISTIC**
Addresses all types of plastic leakage, including:
- Mismanaged waste (single use, packaging, others)
- Primary microplastics from abrasion (tyres, textiles, others) and intentionally used (cosmetics)
- Accidentally lost plastics (fishing nets, primary pellets)
- All plastic polymer and products (macroplastics and microplastics), and relevant sectors

**SYSTEMIC**
Helps key stakeholders to develop a systemic approach for solving the plastic pollution
- On one hand, the granularity allows to target specific polymers or plastic applications
- On the other hand, the life cycle perspective enables to encompass the full plastic value chain

**ACTIONABLE**
Guides the user through a reproducible workflow including data-collection, diagnostic, planning and implementation tools
- Provides a clear structure to engage multiple stakeholders in a complex process
- Helps prioritise the data-collection effort on what is really relevant for turning the tide on plastic pollution
The attention on plastic pollution has intensified in recent years among national governments and the global community. It remains a challenge to define an effective strategy to address plastic pollution in a systemic way, due to the complexity of the plastics value chain and the unquantified magnitudes of impacts on the environment, including marine ecosystems.

There is a clear need for a better understanding of the origins of major leaks of plastics as well as for more accurate knowledge on which actions will make the biggest impact. Currently, a number of organisations and initiatives are looking to develop methodologies and approaches to assess the flow and leakage of plastics. Stakeholders at national, sub-national and local levels could benefit from a more harmonised quantification of plastic leakage and impact, to establish a baseline for benchmarking and tracking progress of interventions. Such assessment and tracking will need to be consistent, comparable and credible, based on a methodology which harmonises existing tools and resources.

The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), and the Life Cycle Initiative have co-developed a harmonised methodological framework: the ‘National Guidance for Plastic Pollution Hotspotting and Shaping Action’ (hereinafter referred to as ‘the Guidance’). The Guidance enables users at national, sub-national or local levels to prioritise actions through the identification of hotspots on plastic leakage and impacts along the full plastic value chain.

**Key definitions**

Some key terms used throughout the Guidance are defined below:

**Hotspots** refer to the most relevant plastic polymers, applications, industrial sectors, regions or waste management stages causing the leakage of plastics into the environment (including land, air, water and marine environment), as well as associated impacts, through the life cycle of plastic products.

Actions to address hotspots are considered in terms of interventions and instruments.

**Interventions** are tangible actions that can be taken to mitigate hotspots and are to be prioritised and designed to address the most influential hotspots in the plastic value chain.

**Instruments** are the ways an intervention may be practically implemented through specific regulatory, financial or informative measures, in light of context factors such as country dynamics and existing measures. As an illustrative example, a country may identify “mismanaged polyethylene bottles” as one of its hotspots. A relevant intervention may be an increase in bottle collection rate. A relevant instrument may be to instate a bottle return deposit scheme.

**Structure of the Guidance**

The Guidance is structured around nine individual modules, each with a set of supporting tools. These modules and tools facilitate a replicable workflow that has been structured in three stages corresponding to three overarching questions:

1. WHERE TO ACT?
2. WHAT TO DO?
3. HOW TO DO IT?

These questions serve as a backbone for the Guidance, with the answers provided in the form of Hotspots (referring to the “Where to act?” question), Interventions (referring to the “What to do?” question), and Instruments (referring to the “How to do it?” question).

The workflow can also be viewed in terms of its technical component (modules T1 to T6) and strategic component (modules S1 to S3), which require contribution from both technical experts and decision makers.
STAGE 1: Hotspots | WHERE TO ACT?

This stage consists of three steps: data collection (modules T1 and T2), leakage and impact modelling (modules T3 to T6), and hotspots prioritisation (module S1).

1. **Data collection** (T1-T2): obtaining data and information to better understand the plastic value chain at the production, consumption and disposal stages of plastic products, as well as the waste management system. This step prepares data inputs and information for the quantitative analysis at national, sub-national or local level for hotspot identification in modules T3-T6.

2. **Leakage and impact modelling** (T3-T6): analysing the key sources of leakage and the associated potential impacts for both macroplastics and microplastics. Based on the data collected in T1-T2, modules T3-T6 yield a list of hotspots under five hotspot categories: polymer, application, industrial sector, regional, and waste management hotspots.

3. **Prioritisation of hotspots** (S1): engaging stakeholders to prioritise and formulate hotspots in a strategic and explicit way considering stakeholders’ knowledge of the local policy and socio-economic context.

STAGE 2: Interventions | WHAT TO DO?

The Guidance proposes a wealth of potential interventions based on extensive research and consultations (see e.g. Wang et al., 2019), as well as a process to identify the current intervention gap, identify new interventions and prioritise actions. Be it at a national, sub-national or local level, module S2 allows to focus on relevant interventions and to tackle the full value chain in a systemic way, including the sources, the use, and/or the end-of-life of the plastics.

STAGE 3: Instruments | HOW TO DO IT?

Through this last stage within module S3, the Guidance offers insight on key strategies for stakeholder engagement and identification of appropriate regulatory, financial or informative measures to successfully implement the planned interventions.

SCHEMATIC OF THE GUIDANCE: WORKFLOW, KEY ACTIVITIES AND MAIN DELIVERABLES
Users of the Guidance

The primary users of the Guidance are governments. They can use the results of the analysis to design, plan and implement policy instruments and actions to reduce plastic pollution. The Guidance is designed to be used primarily at national level, but the approach can be adapted to accommodate policy makers at sub-national and local levels, as well as stakeholders from the private sector, academia, and NGOs.

To apply the Guidance three teams are needed:

→ A coordinator team to manage and coordinate the project; it typically consists of regional agencies, governmental bodies and a NGOs.

→ A technical team to specialise in the research and analytical aspects; it typically consists of research institutes, universities, consultancy firms and experts from the above mentioned institutions.

→ An enabler group of relevant stakeholders to provide decision-making support to the Technical and Coordinator teams. It should typically include members from the government, NGOs, representatives of the private sector, local plastic industry and waste management associations.

Three separate documents relate to the Guidance

The Guidance consists of three documents:

1. Introduction to the Guidance (this document): This document presents an overview of the methodological framework, its structure and workflow, serving as a manual and quick reference for users.

2. Modules: The nine modules (T1-T6 and S1-S3) provide detailed scoping and definitions, data collection instructions, and modelling approaches on the three overarching questions addressed by the methodological framework (i.e. “Where to act?”, “What to do?”, and “How to do it?”). They are designed to provide technical experts with thorough explanation of the detailed modelling steps, mathematical formulas and parameters of the methodology. The modules are provided in the format of Microsoft PowerPoint documents.

3. Data-collection and modelling spreadsheets and templates: These spreadsheets and templates serve as practical tools to guide the user in the project. Three types of tools are proposed: (1) Input tools with data collection templates and generic data libraries, (2) Assessment tools to carry out the necessary modelling and calculations, and (3) Output tools that generate graphs with results and support the user in drawing conclusions.

The modules, spreadsheets and templates are subject to change over time to accommodate improvements and enrichments to the methodology, improved from the learnings of pilot projects and further applications in countries. The development of this Guidance has been carried out through a comprehensive desktop study of existing methodologies and tools, consultation from stakeholders and experts, and preliminary pilot testing. The latest version of the modules and tools will be made available on the website of the Life Cycle Initiative (https://plastichotspotting.lifecycleinitiative.org/).

Structure of the Introduction to the Guidance (this document)

This introductory document presents a high-level overview of the “National guidance for plastic pollution hotspotting and shaping action”. It provides the reader with an overview of the nine modules. The report is structured as follows:

SECTION 1 introduces the knowledge gaps to address plastic pollution, and provides context for and objectives of the Guidance.

SECTION 2 provides an overview of the Guidance with its structure and workflow.

SECTION 3 explains the key elements of the hotspot analysis.

SECTION 4 focuses on the prioritisation of interventions.

SECTION 5 introduces the process for developing instruments.

SECTION 6 offers practical tips for applying the Guidance at the national, sub-national or local level.

SECTION 7 consists of a glossary of the key terms used.
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Addressing plastic pollution is an urgent need, considering the rising level of plastics ending up in the environment (i.e. the “leakage”) and the effects on ecosystems as well as on human health (i.e. the “impacts”). There is no single solution to plastic pollution. Plastic pollution and related solutions to address this issue can be profiled as follow:

1. **NUANCED**

   By **plastic leakage** we refer to a quantity of plastic entering the oceans as well as other environmental compartments (e.g. rivers, soil, air).

2. **SPECIFIC**

   Plastic is used in different forms (polymers) and for many different applications\(^1\) with different leakage rates and impacts.

3. **CONTEXTUALISED**

   Plastic pollution is a locality-specific issue. Topography, climate conditions, local regulations, infrastructure in place and cultural behaviours are all key determinants of plastic leakage and associated impacts.

However, gaps in addressing plastic pollution still exist in knowledge, policy, technology, awareness and financing (UNEP, 2019). In terms of knowledge, specific gaps persist regarding stocks, flows and pathways of plastic into the environment, while the biggest gap of knowledge concerns the impacts resulting from the leaked plastic (Boucher et al., 2019).

Many governments, NGOs and private entities have either expressed interest and committed to act or have taken different types of action, from eco-design efforts, to bans or beach-cleanups. A methodology to help prioritise actions and identify potential burden shifting from one problem to another would support decision makers to target the most effective actions. In this regard, UNEP, IUCN and the Life Cycle Initiative have partnered to develop this ‘National Guidance for Plastic Pollution Hotspotting and Shaping Action’, which aims to address this knowledge and solution gap by identifying hotspots and shaping corresponding actions built on the existing knowledge and available data.

1.2 Overall goal of the Guidance

The Guidance aims to provide a publicly available and harmonised methodological framework to facilitate the prioritisation of solutions. Stakeholders at national, sub-national and local levels will be equipped with a prioritisation tool to identify key hotspots and drive sound actions to “close the plastic tap”\(^2\). It will allow consistent national and sub-national baselines on marine plastics and plastic waste to be developed, for the monitoring and evaluation of interventions.

The Guidance is built on existing efforts to develop methodologies for mapping and quantifying plastic flows, leakage and impacts, including the UNEP publication (UNEP, 2018), the recent IUCN publication (Boucher et al., 2019) and the

---

1. Applications are products or packaging items that contain plastic.
2. The expression “close the plastic tap” is used here to refer to alleviating the leakage, analogous to turning off a leaking faucet.
Plastic Leak Project (PLP, 2019). This Guidance also builds upon preliminary work for the assessment of plastic leakage at national or supply chain levels, such as the PiPro Sea project\(^3\) for data collection, other IUCN projects and reports\(^4\), and the Plastic Leak Project\(^5\).

Alongside the methodological development at the modelling level, the Guidance is also tested in several countries and geographies during 2019 and 2020, including Cyprus, Kenya, Mauritius, Menorca (Spain), Mozambique, South Africa, Thailand, and Vietnam. The process of data collection, stakeholder interviews and engagement at the local level provides rich and first-hand experience, for the further improvement of the Guidance.

The primary users of the Guidance are public and private stakeholders at national level, but the approach can be adapted to accommodate sub-national and local users.

This Guidance will contribute to the achievement of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), in particular SDG 12 which focuses on ensuring sustainable production and consumption patterns, and SDG 14 which aims to conserve and sustainably use the services of marine resources. The Guidance will also contribute to the implementation of the resolutions adopted at the fourth session of United Nations Environment Assembly (UNEA4) in March 2019, including but not limited to the resolution on achieving sustainable production and consumption (UNEP/E.4/Res.1), the resolution on marine plastic litter and microplastics (UNEP/E.4/Res.6) and the resolution on addressing single-use plastic products pollution (UNEP/E.4/Res.9).  

1.3 Objectives and added value of the Guidance

The Guidance leverages existing materials, resources and learned experiences to bridge knowledge gaps and ultimately contributes to preventing leakage of plastics to the environment and subsequent impacts.

More specifically, the Guidance provides a methodological framework to answer three questions intended to remediate plastic pollution:

1. **WHERE TO ACT?**
   - Identify which type of leakage and impact is predominant along the plastic value chain (see section 3.2.1)
   - Identify where the leakage is occurring at national, sub-national and local levels (see section 3.2.2)
   - Identify what is the key driver of the leakage along the waste management system (see section 3.2.3)

2. **WHAT TO DO?**
   - Prioritise interventions and assess their influence on reducing plastic leakage and impacts, while also considering potential environmental or socio-economic trade-offs (see section 4)

3. **HOW TO DO IT?**
   - Implement relevant interventions via effective instruments (see section 5)

Key added value of the Guidance is summarised in **Figure 1**.

---

3. Pioneer project SEA (PiPro SEA): PiPro SEA is a cross value chain collaboration led by Nestlé and facilitated by the Ellen MacArthur Foundations. PiPro SEA aimed to develop a standardised approach for quantifying plastic packaging flows throughout the plastic value chain within a specific geography in the form of an Assessment Framework (AF). The AF was piloted in Indonesia and in India.


2.1 Three overarching questions as the backbone of the workflow

As stated in section 1.3, the Guidance aims to support stakeholders at national, sub-national and local levels to answer three overarching questions related to plastic pollution:

- **WHERE TO ACT?**
- **WHAT TO DO?**
- **HOW TO DO IT?**

These questions serve as a backbone for the Guidance, with the answers provided in the form of HOTSPOTS (referring to the “Where to act?” question), INTERVENTIONS (referring to the “What to do?” question), and INSTRUMENTS (referring to the “How to do it?” question).

The relationship among these three components is shown in Figure 2.

---

**FIGURE 2:** Relationship between hotspots, interventions and instruments

1. **HOTSPOTS**: A component of the system that directly or indirectly contributes to the magnitude of plastic leakage and/or its impacts. It can be a component of the system, a type of product/polymer or a region within the country.

2. **INTERVENTIONS**: An action that can be taken to mitigate the leakage from a given hotspot or reduce its impacts.

3. **INSTRUMENTS**: A practical way to implement the intervention and enable progress.

At the heart of the methodology is the identification of relevant and beneficial interventions that are supported and will be implemented by stakeholders. Such interventions are identified based on the key hotspots identified at a national, sub-national or local level. And to carry out an intervention, appropriate and actionable instruments must be identified.

Following this logic, the tools provided to the users are organised in a series of nine modules that are divided in a technical stream (modules T1 to T6) and a strategic stream (modules S1 to S3), as illustrated in Figure 3.

The approach is designed with a user-centric lens, i.e. it aims to provide relevant information and motivation to relevant stakeholders to make environmentally conscious decisions (Boucher et al., 2018). Based on these principles, this Guidance therefore addresses not only the technical aspects of the problem, but also the strategic and organisational steps needed to develop and converge on an actionable plan to tackle the most relevant hotspots identified.

The identification of hotspots is intended to be a standardised and replicable process. Given similar data inputs, the technical modules - even when used by different users - should generate a highly similar set of potential hotspots.

The process of identifying interventions is intended to be more subjective, which will be conducted through stakeholder consultation and validation. The Guidance
A hotspot is defined as a component of the system that directly or indirectly contributes to plastic leakage and its associated impacts, and that can be acted upon to mitigate this leakage.

An intervention is defined as a tangible action that can be taken to mitigate the leakage from a given hotspot or reduce its impacts.

An instrument is defined as a practical way to implement an intervention and enable progress through specific regulatory, financial or informative measures.

2.2 The nine technical and strategic modules

To help users answer the three overarching questions, the Guidance consists of a series of modules with logical connections, each of them including a coherent set of tools (templates and spreadsheets) and tutorials (slide decks).

The application of these modules is to be carried out by three teams: a Technical Team specialised in research and analytical aspects; a Coordinator Team to manage the project and guide the other teams; and an Enabler Group of relevant stakeholders to provide crucial input and advice to the technical and coordinator teams. More guidance on these teams is provided in section 6.

and its modules provide a list of non-exhaustive and potential interventions by default, corresponding to broad categories of leakage and/or impacts. However, the final decision on which interventions to focus on rests with the user of the Guidance and relevant stakeholders.

The evaluation and selection of appropriate instruments and the development of an action plan are organised as a decision-making process by a group of public and private sector stakeholders, with consideration of country-specific dynamics. Over time, the methodology can be used to establish a baseline, set targets and regularly assess progress and achievement.
The logic underpinning the Guidance ensures that each module contributes to providing information to the other modules, hence building a consistent thread of information along the workflow. Key inputs and outputs for each module are illustrated in Figure 4.

**FIGURE 4:**
Key inputs and outputs per module

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUTS</th>
<th>OUTPUTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data collected on plastic sources and applications</td>
<td>Targeted plastic flows to be used for leakage calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collected on solid waste and waste-water management</td>
<td>Waste management metrics to be used for leakage calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative plastic flows and waste management data</td>
<td>List of potential polymer/application/sector hotspots to be used for actionable hotspots formulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional application hotspots identified</td>
<td>Regional waste collection and mismanagement rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative information from polymer/application/sector hotspots and field visits</td>
<td>List of waste management hotspots to be used for actionable hotspots formulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste collection and mismanaged rates</td>
<td>Qualitative inputs for the definition of archetypes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative inputs for the definition of archetypes</td>
<td>Map of the leakage with definition of archetypes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of key applications for further prioritisation</td>
<td>List of regional hotspots to be used for actionable hotspots formulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotspots from technical modules</td>
<td>Identification of additional application hotspots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of actionable hotspots</td>
<td>Actionable hotspots formulated as a sentence combining information from the five technical hotspot categories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of key interventions by category</td>
<td>Key interventions clustered by category</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This modular approach will allow in the future to update the Guidance as a better understanding of the assessment of plastic leakage and impacts becomes available and the list of interventions is enriched. Each module can be updated or improved without altering the whole logic and value of the Guidance.
WHERE TO ACT?
IDENTIFICATION OF HOTSPOTS

3.1 The hotspotting rationale and process

Hotspots are identified through the data-collection and modelling phases of the Guidance, by way of six technical modules (T1 to T6), and prioritised by applying strategic module 1 (S1) as illustrated in Figure 5.

Hotspot identification is a core element of the Guidance and the most technical part of the workflow. A hotspot is regarded as a component of the system that directly or indirectly contributes to plastic leakage and its associated impacts, and that can be acted upon to mitigate this leakage. A hotspot can either be a geographic location in the country or an element of the plastic value chain.

Identifying hotspots provides the answer to the question “Where to act?”. In the context of plastic leakage, this question can be split in three sub-questions:

**WHAT IS LEAKING AND/OR CAUSING IMPACTS?**
(i.e., which polymer and/or application)

**WHERE IS IT LEAKING?**
(i.e., in which location or from which industrial sector)

**WHY IS IT LEAKING?**
(i.e., what aspect of our technosphere is in disrepair)

FIGURE 5:
Hotspots categorisation in this Guidance

---

6. Technosphere is considered the part of the environment built by and for humans.
Comprehensive answers to these three questions are essential to generate actionable information and to identify relevant interventions and instruments.

Firstly, results for each hotspot category are generated by aggregating available data and modelling where relevant information is missing to yield potential hotspots. For each hotspot type, the prioritisation is based on criteria considering leakage magnitude and potential environmental impacts. Prioritisation allows to focus on the most relevant hotspots/interventions/instruments.

Secondly, the five categories provide a systemic view of plastic leakage and associated impacts to identify key hotspots at a national, sub-national or local level. When working at national level, it is encouraged to increase the granularity of the analysis by defining several archetypes to reflect different contexts potentially calling for different solutions. An archetype is defined as a category of areas within the country where the waste generation rate and the waste management infrastructure are considered homogeneous. Urban areas, rural areas and coastal areas could be considered examples of archetypes.

Lastly, a final step of reformulation is necessary to yield a list of explicit and actionable hotspots that can be easily communicated.

The following sections delve deeper into each step of the hotspotting process. Section 3.2 introduces each hotspot category by describing how modules are used to build hotspot information; section 3.3 explains how archetypes are defined, and eventually section 3.4 specifies the approach to come up with reformulated actionable hotspots.

### 3.2 The five categories of hotspots

In this section, hotspot categories are described further, by classification of the hotspot as either a plastic mass balance assessment (polymer, application and sector hotspot) (section 3.2.1), a geographic assessment (regional hotspots) (section 3.2.2), or a qualitative assessment of waste management practices (waste management hotspots) (section 3.2.3).

#### 3.2.1 Polymer, application and sector hotspots

**What key information are we looking for?**
Polymer, application and sector hotspots intend to answer the question “what is leaking and/or causing impacts?”. Each of these hotspot categories is described below.

**Polymers hotspot** - The plastic polymer hotspot category accounts for polymers involved in plastic leakage through an assessment of plastic flows at the polymer level, by way of technical module T3. This quantitative analysis covers common polymers (PP, PET, PS, PV, HDPE, LDPE, polyester and synthetic rubber) and clusters other polymer types in a category labelled “other”. This polymer hotspot information could typically inform and help prioritise the improvement of the waste collection and management at a national, sub-national or local level, including recycling strategies.

**Application hotspots** - The plastic application hotspot category accounts for plastic applications that are most likely to increase plastic leakage into oceans or other environmental compartments and/or are suspected of generating environmental or human health impacts from the leakage. Plastic application refers to a product or packaging partially or completely made of plastic.

Common examples of applications include straws, grocery bags, beverage bottles, and fishing nets. An inventory of plastic applications is defined in module T1, and their associated leakage is calculated in module T3. For application hotspots, a qualitative assessment of the potential environmental impacts is also proposed, as described in module T6. The outputs of the application hotspots are intended to raise awareness among decision makers, producers, retailers and final users on uses that are most prone to leakage, as well as to flag specific applications that are suspected of causing environmental impacts (e.g., loss of marine biodiversity generated through entanglement or suffocation in marine environment). This application hotspot information could typically help prioritise regulations and incentives on specific products (e.g. the ban on specific plastic applications, or the implementation of deposit schemes).

**Sector hotspots** - The sector hotspot category accounts for industrial sectors with the highest contribution to plastic leakage, either in absolute quantity or relative to the plastic waste generated within the sector. The sector hotspot supplements the polymer and application hotspots with several attributes:

1. It does not only account for the leakage in the form of macroplastics but also in the form of microplastics;
2. It provides by sector a split between short lasting (<1 year lifetime) and long lasting (>1 year lifetime) products embedding or made of plastic;
3. It also encompasses industrial waste management, to complement the information about household waste management.

The intention of the sector hotspots is to provide industries with useful information to help them act together with value chain partners. Sector hotspot category includes by default ten sectors, but can be complemented...
with additional sectors based on user need and data availability. The sectors used by default are: Packaging, Automotive & Transportation, Construction, Electrical & Electronics, Medical, Fishing, Agriculture, Textiles, Tourism and Others.

A default list of the components covered by each of the categories cited above is provided in Table 1. This list is non-exhaustive and may change over time.

**TABLE 1:**
Default list of components in each hotspot category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOTSPOT CATEGORY</th>
<th>DEFAULT LIST OF COMPONENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POLYMERS</td>
<td>PP, PET, PS, PVC, HDPE, LDPE, Polyester, Synthetic rubber, and Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLICATIONS</td>
<td>Bags, Bottles, Lids &amp; caps, Crates &amp; boxes, Cups, Cutlery, Straws, Food packaging, Film &amp; packaging containing non-food products, Household/hygienic articles, Fishing nets, and Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECTORS</td>
<td>Packaging, Automotive &amp; Transportation, Construction, Electrical &amp; Electronics, Medical, Fishing, Agriculture, Textiles, Tourism, and Others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How are hotspots modelled and prioritised?
Although polymer, application and sector hotspot categories convey quite different pieces of information, they rely on the same mass balance approach. Consequently, they share a common data structure and follow the same hotspot prioritisation procedure, which is described hereafter.

**DATA STRUCTURE AND LEAKAGE CALCULATION**
For each element of the hotspot category (a specific polymer, application or industrial sector), we establish a mass balance between plastic inputs and outputs. Generally, inputs include production and imports of all kinds, while outputs encompass waste generation and export of all kinds. Outputs also include the quantity of plastics that is leaking in the environment. This leakage is derived from the total waste generated by first applying a loss rate to assess the quantity of plastic lost along the waste management system, to which we then apply a release rate in order to estimate the quantity of plastic leaking to the environment. More details about this calculation process are available in the practical tools supplied within the Guidance and in the PLP guide.

**FIRST HOTSPOTTING STAGE BY ABSOLUTE QUANTITY OF LEAKAGE**
Once plastic material flows are established for all elements in a hotspot category, results are ranked based on their leakage in absolute quantity. At this stage, the three highest contributors are considered as hotspots.

---

7. This list is indicative and will be adjusted based on the context of the area under study.
9. This is an arbitrary number chosen to yield a manageable number of hotspots; it can be increased based on user preference.
**SECOND HOTSPOTTING STAGE BY RELATIVE AMOUNT OF LEAKAGE**

Each element is then evaluated on its relative leakage rate, defined as the ratio between leakage and total waste generated. The three highest contributors in relative terms are also considered as hotspots.

The combination of a ranking based on the leakage in absolute and relative value allows to further prioritise the hotspots: a hotspot ranking among the top three contributors both in absolute AND relative terms should be regarded as crucial.

**THIRD HOTSPOTTING STAGE BY POTENTIAL IMPACTS**

Specifically, for application hotspots, a third prioritisation approach is used to determine if a plastic application is liable to generate severe environmental impacts (e.g., plastic commonly found on beaches and/or prone to entanglement). A symbol is then stamped next to hotspots that are most harmful to the environment. A tool for the assessment of these impacts is provided in module T6.

**HOTSPOTS SUMMARY**

Hotspots are eventually summarised in a list where they are highlighted by colours in accordance with level of priority. The selected hotspots (highlighted in light or dark pink on the figure) are retained for the next stages of hotspot formulation (module S1) and intervention identification (module S2).
Visualisation and critical appraisal of hotspot results
The final visualisation of hotspot results is illustrated in Figure 6, by taking polymer hotspots as an example.

FIGURE 6: Example of visualisation for polymer hotspots results

In addition to providing a clear overview of hotspots within a category, the visualisation of results covers information that is useful to understand the characteristics of plastic value chain be it a polymer, an application or plastic originating from a specific industrial sector. Furthermore, a “hotspot quality score” is indicated to evaluate the reliability of hotspot analysis prior to identifying appropriate interventions. A hotspot quality score below 3 indicates that hotspot results are robust enough to support decisions about relevant interventions, while a hotspot quality score above 3 suggests the data sources or the modelling approach used to generate the results may require improvements prior to any meaningful decision on interventions. More details on the scoring methodology are provided in Section 3.5.

In the example given in Figure 6, PP and LDPE are considered crucial hotspots since they rank among the top three leakage contributors in terms of absolute value and relative leakage rate, while HDPE and Polyester are considered hotspots with regards to their contribution to leakage in either absolute or relative terms. In this case, the hotspot quality score, which is above 3, indicates that data sources or modelling require improvements prior to any decision on possible interventions.

3.2.2 Regional hotspots

What key information are we looking for?
The regional hotspot category identifies geographical areas with the highest leakage potential within a country. The regional hotspots identification, which is performed in module T5, relies on Geographic Information System (GIS) tools and depends on several variables including population density, waste generation rates, waste collection rates, share of plastic in the waste stream, distance to shore and main rivers, catchment run-off, as well as topographic patterns, location of touristic areas, informal settlements, dumpsites and fishing harbours when available. The aim of this category is to provide governments with valuable geographical information on plastic leakage in terms of locality or watershed of origin.

How are hotspots modelled and prioritised?
The regional hotspots are prioritised based on leakage intensity and are represented on a map. The hotspots are a combination of critical variables including surface runoff intensity in a watershed, population density inside districts or localities and their distance to shore, that ultimately form archetypes. The hotspots are prioritised based on the leakage quantity.
Visualisation and critical appraisal of hotspot results

**Figure 7** illustrates the final visualisation for regional hotspots. The hotspots are displayed with a colour intensity scheme as a function of leakage quantity.

**FIGURE 7:**
Example of regional hotspots visualisation

![Quality Score](image)

- **Quality Score:** 2.6

**FIGURE 8:**
Example of waste management hotspot representation
A hotspot quality score is also applied to this category of hotspots to determine if the results can be used to prioritise interventions. Once it is established that the results are consistent with the actual situation, a list of the localities contributing the most to plastic leakage can be derived from regional hotspots to yield targeted interventions in those localities.

### 3.2.3 Waste management hotspots

**What key information are we looking for?**

The waste management hotspot category aims at identifying elements within the waste management and infrastructure chain that have critical influence on plastic leakage. These elements can fall into different sections of the waste management system including waste generation, waste segregation, waste collection, waste management behaviours, waste management infrastructure, post leakage management and waste water management. They may contribute positively (i.e., a component of the waste management system that given the context mainly contributes to mitigating the plastic leakage and impacts), negatively (i.e., a component of the waste management system that given the context mainly contributes to worsening the plastic leakage), or neutrally.

The waste management hotspot identification intends to illustrate the key drivers of the leakage and answer the question "why is it leaking?".

**How are hotspots modelled and prioritised?**

Waste management hotspots are identified throughout the technical modules and also from the experience of the practitioner on the field. The intention of the waste management hotspots is to provide a clear overview of what can be improved along the waste management system to reduce or avoid plastic leakage.

**Visualisation and critical appraisal of hotspots results**

The hotspots are represented in a matrix as shown in Figure 8, with each individual box corresponding to one element of the waste management system. The determination of whether each box constitutes a hotspot can be based on a quantitative or qualitative assessment. Each element (one box of the matrix) is considered as a hotspot if it is identified as contributing to the leakage. For example, an element of the waste management (e.g. plastic per capita consumption) is considered as a hotspot when its corresponding metric value goes beyond a specific threshold, be it qualitative or quantitative (e.g. average plastic per capita consumption for countries of similar income level).
3.3 DEFINITION OF ARCHETYPES

As plastic use, waste generation rates and waste management practices can vary widely within a country, it is highly recommended to increase the granularity of the analysis and define archetypes. Each archetype is then summarised within a dashboard which includes a concise representation of the results from each hotspot category. At this stage, hotspots are highlighted according to their contribution (either in absolute or relative terms) to leakage.

Figure 9 shows a representation of this archetype analysis presenting a summary of the different hotspots for different archetypes.

This archetype view is the last stage of the technical stream, displaying the information generated across the five plastic hotspot categories in a synthesised way. However, information at this stage is not yet easily actionable since results are scattered across different graphs and figures without clear connection from one hotspot type to the other. The following section, hotspot formulation, is intended to make the hotspot list more actionable.

3.4 Formulation of actionable hotspots

Actionable hotspots formulation corresponds to the first stage of the strategic stream (module S1) as it relies on user interpretation of the hotspots in the 5 categories identified in modules T3 to T6. The list of actionable hotspots should provide a comprehensive view of the hotspots across the plastic value chain and within the country. It is highly encouraged to proceed to this formulation stage in an iterative way by engaging stakeholders from the enabler group to eventually reach a consensus.

The objective is to provide a limited number of actionable hotspots (between approximately 10 and 30), which then can be used to feed the intervention identification process.

Each actionable hotspot should consist of one simple sentence clarifying what type of plastic is concerned (e.g., a polymer type or an application), where the leakage is expected to come from (either in terms of a geographical region or from different industrial sectors) and why the leakage happens, by pinpointing possible key drivers across the waste management system. Figure 10 illustrates how an actionable hotspot name is compiled based on that information, highlighting with a colour code the core elements of the sentence. The question of what is leaking can include information on the magnitude of leakage and the environmental impacts associated with this leakage.

Once actionable hotspots have been formulated and named, they are numbered and organised into a table (see example in Table 2).

Actionable hotspots are then clustered into a framework to characterise whether the hotspot is generic or specific, and identify the key driver along the plastic value chain (at source, collection or end-of-life stage). The clustering logic is presented in Figure 11.

An archetype is an area within the country where the plastic use, the waste generation rate and the waste management infrastructure are considered homogeneous.

---

TABLE 2: Excerpt of table listing actionable hotspots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Actionable hotspot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PP and Polyester are the most used and wasted polymers in the country, and are not recycled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>LDPE is consumed in high quantity by households in the country, while the recycling capacity for this polymer is dedicated to imported and industrial LDPE only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Plastic bag is widely used in the country as a result of the take-away culture and lack of recycling for this type of application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 11: Clustering of actionable hotspots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>WHAT/WHERE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOURCE (production/trade)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLLECTION (pre/post leakage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>END OF LIFE (treatment/recycling)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5 Hotspotting quality assessment

In order to draw conclusions from the identified plastic leakage hotspots and eventually suggest meaningful interventions to national authorities, it is crucial to ensure that hotspot results are robust, reliable and actionable.

This section provides guidance to support a quality assessment procedure and help the user define if the data quality is sufficient to support the needed conclusions and to precisely identify which data must be improved. This quality assessment concerns both the data-collection phase (T1-T2) as well as the modelling of leakage and impact hotspots (T3-T6), and is based on a pedigree approach inspired by Life cycle inventories databases\textsuperscript{10}.

This approach uses a combination of multiple criteria which are specifically applied at different process stages, including data collection, modelling of individual metrics and aggregation of these metrics within the hotspot graph, as illustrated in Figure 12.

**FIGURE 12:** Overview of the quality assessment procedure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RAW DATA</th>
<th>MODELLING</th>
<th>FINAL METRIC</th>
<th>HOTSPOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Geographic correlation</td>
<td>Temporal correlation</td>
<td>Redundancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Granularity (polymer/application/sector)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on a pedigree matrix (Figure 13), a first set of criteria applied at different levels determines an uncertainty score when converting raw data into final metrics, called the metric score. These criteria include:

- **Reliability** – relates to the level of trust one can have in the data source, based on acquisition methods and verification procedures used to obtain the data.
- **Temporal correlation** – represents the difference between the year of study and the year of obtained data.
- **Geographic correlation** – represents the geographical discrepancies between the area of study and the obtained data.
- **Granularity** – relates to differences in granularity between data needed and the obtained data.

Each of these criteria is rated from 1 to 5, 1 meaning that the data is of high quality regarding this specific criterion, and 5 suggesting that the data is of very poor quality.

The redundancy criterion, which assesses if data for a given final metric can be obtained via distinct calculation routes and remain coherent, is eventually combined with the previously established metric score to yield a hotspot quality score. A score below 3 implies that the hotspot results are reliable enough to derive meaningful interventions towards plastic leakage abatement. Otherwise, a hotspot score equal to or above 3 signals the need to improve the hotspot model either by collecting better data or by using a different modelling approach. The hotspot quality scores are used to ascertain which data require further investigation on the field, and eventually engage stakeholders with clear requests on data improvement.
FIGURE 13: Detailed pedigree matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELIABILITY</th>
<th>BEST</th>
<th>GOOD</th>
<th>AVERAGE</th>
<th>BAD</th>
<th>WORST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verified (e.g. peer-reviewed or highly trustable source) data based on measurements, multiple sources showing coherent values</td>
<td>Verified data based on calculation, multiple sources showing coherent values</td>
<td>Unverified data from measurement or calculation and/or from single source</td>
<td>Documented estimate</td>
<td>Undocumented estimate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TEMPORAL CORRELATION | | | | | |
|-----------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|------------------|
| Less than 3 years of difference with date of study | Adapted to the year of reference based on clear population or GDP correlation | Adapted to the year of reference based on unclear population or GDP correlation | Not adapted to the year of reference (< 10 years old data) | Not adapted to the year of reference (> 10 years old data) |

| GEOGRAPHICAL CORRELATION | | | | | |
|--------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Data is complete and representative of the area of study | Data extrapolated to the area of study based on weighted average (multiple archetypes) | Data extrapolated to the area of study assuming homogeneous conditions | Data extrapolated to the area of study in spite of un-homogeneous conditions | Data from unknown area or with very different conditions |

| GRANULARITY | | | | | |
|--------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Data is complete and representative of the polymer/application/sector of interest | Modelling based on allocation rules (comprehensive and specific) | Modelling based on allocation rules (non comprehensive or unspecific) | Modelling based on global average | Modelling based on estimates |
WHAT TO DO?
PRIORITISATION OF INTERVENTIONS

Interventions are tangible actions that can be taken to reduce plastic leakage or its impacts. By tangible, we mean that interventions are actions that directly affect physical flows in the system (mainly related to material flows and/or infrastructure). As a consequence, the outcomes of interventions should be easily measurable; this has to be kept in mind when framing and phrasing interventions.

Prioritisation of interventions is based on a three-step process.

1. **Match** the hotspots with interventions by selecting relevant interventions from a repository of generic interventions gathered from previous works and literature review.

2. **Specify** the interventions to the national context by refining the existing interventions and designing new ones when needed.

3. **Prioritise** the interventions based on a two dimension map picturing on one axis their plastic leakage mitigation potential, and on the other axis the presence/absence of any suspected unintended consequences.

4.1 **Match hotspots with generic interventions**

The Guidance provides a repository of common interventions based on experience from previous work, literature review and learnings from the piloting of the Guidance in several countries. This preliminary list of interventions aims at facilitating the brainstorming phase of the strategic workshop on defining key areas of interventions connected to actionable hotspots.

A core philosophy underpinning the Guidance is that potential interventions may target all relevant stages of the value chain and need actions from relevant stakeholders: from producer to retailer and consumer; from what is provided to consumers to lifestyle changes among plastic users; from polymer manufacturing to post-leakage clean-up. To reduce plastic leakage and remediate the environment, a blend of interventions along the value chain will be needed to address hotspots with a holistic approach. For this reason, the key interventions identified within the methodology are presented in six main categories.

The categories of interventions are summarised in Figure 14. They follow a 6Rs structure that encapsulate the entire plastic value chain and can be divided into:

- **Interventions at product manufacturing and use phases**, aiming at Re-designing products through eco-design to reduce or substitute the amount of embedded plastic and Reducing the quantities of plastic used through lifestyle change and shifting from single-use to reuse model;

- **Interventions on waste infrastructure and management**, mainly aiming at Recuperating plastic waste through improved collection systems, Renovating waste infrastructures by refurbishing existing facilities or building new ones and increasing Recycling through better product design that facilitates disassembly;

- **Interventions at the post-leakage stage**, mainly aiming at Removing plastic from the environment through clean-up operations.

The repository of interventions is then enriched with new interventions when the context calls for different actions to address specific hotspots. This procedure is described in section 4.2.
FIGURE 14: Clusterisation of the different categories of interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RE-DESIGN</th>
<th>SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design plastic products with highly recoverable and recyclable materials while improving reusability and repairability, and rethink sustainable business models to minimise risks of plastic leakage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REDUCE</th>
<th>SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION AND LIFESTYLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduce demand for &amp; use of problematic or unnecessary plastic materials and products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECUPERATE</th>
<th>WASTE COLLECTION SYSTEMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximise collection of plastic waste</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RENOVATE</th>
<th>WASTE INFRASTRUCTURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Build capacity to increase efficiency of proper treatment and final disposal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECYCLE</th>
<th>PLASTIC RECYCLING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase recycling rates through design and infrastructure that facilitate better segregation, collection, disassembly, recycling and recovery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REMOVE</th>
<th>CLEAN-UP SOLUTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-leakage cleaning of the environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Specify and balance the interventions

Even though the modelling component of the Guidance (i.e., T3-T6) follows a structured and replicable approach, the identification of solutions to a highly interconnected and systemic issue cannot be automated and user interpretation of the hotspots is needed. For this reason, this stage is part of the strategic stream of the Guidance and should include the involvement of a wide variety of stakeholders within the “enabler group” and by performing iterative brainstorming sessions (refer to section 6). As explained in section 4.1, the Guidance facilitates this process by providing a list of predefined interventions to help users launch the brainstorming phase. However, this list must be supplemented with additional interventions when no action from the predefined set of interventions can be taken to tackle a specific hotspot. While each hotspot requires a dedicated action, a single intervention can mitigate multiple hotspots.

While fleshing out the list of interventions, one should aim for a balanced subset of interventions across the different categories described in Figure 14. Indeed, focusing only on technology-driven solutions would fall short of solving the issue if not followed by systemic and organisational changes. Table 3 illustrates a non-exhaustive list of interventions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL 1</th>
<th>LEVEL 2</th>
<th>LEVEL 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION</td>
<td>• Increase compliance with OCS standard (Operation Clean Sweep)</td>
<td>• Retrieve lost fishing gears from the marine environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Design for less material use (plastic)</td>
<td>• Clean beaches and/or polluted areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Design for reuse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Design for lower loss rate (e.g. avoid detachable parts, reduce loss of microfibers)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION AND LIFESTYLES</td>
<td>• Reduce littering in urban areas/ rural areas/ at sea (e.g. plastic waste thrown overboard by fishermen)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduce demand for and consumption of single-use plastic products/packaging, in particular on-the-go</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASTE COLLECTION SYSTEMS</td>
<td>• Increase the frequency of waste collection in areas prone to plastic leakage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increase plastic segregation at household level/ in public space (sorting waste bins)/ in factories/ in sorting stations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ensure plastics with low recycling value are collected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASTE INFRASTRUCTURE</td>
<td>• Increase capacity for proper waste disposal (e.g. sanitary landfills)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ensure proper maintenance of waste management equipment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increase the share of treated waste water (e.g. by improve sewer system and WWTP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLASTIC RECYCLING</td>
<td>• Increase recycling capacity for domestic plastic waste</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Develop solutions to avoid contamination of plastics to be recycled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEAN-UP SOLUTIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3: Non-exhaustive list of interventions
### 4.3 Prioritise the interventions

Once a thorough list of interventions has been identified, a prioritisation stage is proposed in order to identify the most relevant ones. As presented in **Figure 15**, a simple framework is proposed to prioritise ideas, and further guidance on this assessment is provided in module S2. In short, the prioritisation considers two criteria:

- **Mitigation potential**: high mitigation potential actions are those that contribute to meaningful reductions of plastic leakage and impacts.
- **Unintended consequences**: highly consequential actions are those most likely to generate unintended environmental or socio-economic trade-offs (e.g., substitution from plastic to another material may generate additional environmental impacts such as GHG emissions).

It is expected that this approach allows for prioritising a specific subset of interventions and achieve consensus among stakeholders.

The next stage of the Guidance is geared toward helping stakeholders converge on the most efficient instruments to implement the prioritised interventions.

**FIGURE 15:** Framework for the prioritisation of interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mitigation potential</th>
<th>Unintended Consequences</th>
<th>PRIORITY INTERVENTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIGH plastic leakage mitigation</td>
<td>HIGH with acute environmental and socio-economic trade-off</td>
<td>Intervention 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIUM plastic leakage mitigation</td>
<td>MEDIUM with potential environmental and socio-economic trade-off</td>
<td>Intervention 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW plastic leakage mitigation</td>
<td>LOW with no environmental and socio-economic trade-off</td>
<td>Intervention 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An instrument is defined as a practical way of implementing an intervention and monitoring progress. This can be achieved through specific regulatory, financial or informative measures. The process of converging on key instruments is based on 3 steps:

1. **Match** the interventions with instruments by selecting relevant instruments from a repository of generic instruments gathered from previous works and literature review.

2. **Specify** the instruments to the national context by refining the existing instruments and designing new ones when needed.

3. **Prioritise** the instruments based on a two dimension map picturing on one axis their feasibility and on the other axis the potential for synergies (i.e. when one instrument serves multiple interventions and harmonises well with instruments already in place).

A last stage is then needed to aggregate all information from priority interventions (module S2) and instruments (module S3) to create a list of prioritised intervention/instrument pairs that consist of the final outcome of the Guidance.

### 5.1 Match interventions and instruments

Once interventions have been identified and prioritised in module S2, the coordinator team may proceed to the final stage of the workflow, which is to identify relevant instruments to carry out the interventions. This is a highly strategic step that is intended to be undertaken with a strong engagement from the enabler group.

Six main categories of instruments are foreseen as described in Figure 16.

These categories include action-oriented instruments such as guiding field data collection for knowledge creation, promoting education and environmental campaigns on plastic pollution for awareness raising, building targeted training programs for capacity building, developing technological solutions to remove plastic waste from the environment for technology innovation, introducing taxes on specific plastic products for economic tools, enforcing bans on specific plastic products for policy tools.
5.2 Specify instruments

Instruments identified in the first step should be refined and contextualized when needed by re-phrasing and providing a better description. If needed and when interventions are not covered by any existing instrument, new instruments should be designed.

Similarly to the specification of interventions (Section 4.2), the identification of appropriate instruments to a highly interconnected and systemic issue cannot be automated and user interpretation of the interventions is needed. For this reason, this stage should involve once more a wide variety of stakeholders within the “enabler group” by performing iterative brainstorming sessions (refer to section 6).

While out of the scope of the Guidance, this process should be complemented with extensive policy analysis to map existing and already planned instruments to address plastic pollution.
5.3 Prioritise the instruments

For each intervention proposed in module S2, the core team (Coordinator Team and Technical Team) will identify possible instruments to enable the practical implementation of the action. These ideas will then be further assessed with the support of the Enabler group.

Module S3 supports the planning and proposed implementation of the selected interventions through a guided process intended to help the relevant actors to converge on appropriate instruments and eventually take actions.

Once a thorough list of instruments has been identified and each intervention is covered, a prioritisation stage is required in order to identify the most relevant ones. As presented in Figure 17, a simple framework is proposed to prioritise ideas, and further guidance on this assessment is provided in module S3. In short, the prioritisation considers two criteria:

- **Feasibility**: technical and socio-economic assessment of each instrument should be performed. We do not assert a method to perform the assessment as this is beyond the scope of the Guidance. The user can decide on the method to use based on resources available. A by default qualitative assessment with three levels is suggested.

- **Synergies**: Some instruments may be beneficial to multiple interventions, thus creating a positive synergistic effect. This criterion does not only evaluate the number of suggested interventions benefitting from an instrument, but also assess if the proposed instrument harmonises well with instruments already in place.

Based on the analysis carried out in modules S2 and S3, respectively yielding the most relevant interventions and instruments, a list of the most promising pairs of intervention/instrument is then derived. This list consists of the final output of the Guidance and is intended to be communicated to decision makers with the support of the Enabler group.

**FIGURE 17:** Framework for the prioritisation of instruments

![Diagram showing the prioritisation framework with levels for Feasibility and Synergies.](image-url)
6.1 Description of the modules and tools available

The Guidance consists of a set of nine modules, including six technical modules and three strategic modules; modules and tools are accessible through the website of the Life Cycle Initiative (https://plastichotspotting.lifecycleinitiative.org/).

The modules have a common structure, including:

**Overarching question of module T1**

- What are the generic plastic value chain and potential hotspots in the country?
  - Production (total, per capita or per GDP)
  - Consumption (total, per capita or per GDP)
  - Waste generation (total, per capita or per GDP)
  - Import and Export dependency
  - Initial and ending stock
  - Annual growth rate of plastic supply and use
  - Sector distribution and value added
  - Classification: Short lived vs long lived; basic vs converted; direct vs embodied

- Targeted plastic supply and use

**Logical workflow diagrams are provided to guide the user through a clear process.**

A set of introductive slides are provided to explain the module's objectives and relation to other modules. Most importantly, one slide summarises the key overarching questions of the module and intended output.
Data-collection templates are offered to structure and guide the data-collection process. Different templates are proposed for the different topics covered by the Guidance.

**Estimation of Total Domestic Plastic Discarded (DPD)**

\[ PW = MSW \times ShareP \]

Total plastic waste generated in the country (tons)  Total Municipal solid waste (tons)

Calculations and explanatory schemes are presented as the core of the Guidance.

Spreadsheets are provided as a guide for performing calculation required for hotspotting.
Also, the Guidance includes three main types of colour coded slides.

- **Core information, logical diagrams, key figures, references to the tools or equations**

- **Description, definitions and explanation in text format**

- **Supporting or illustrative information / results or data-sources**

---

**Description of the Modules, Tools and Project Organisation**

**Spirit and challenges of Module T1**

- The main objectives of this module are to:
  1. Identify potential "plastic value chain hotspots".
  2. To yield the quantities of plastic used and discarded in the country, for different applications, thus generating a list of "targeted plastic applications".

- "Plastic value chain hotspots" refer to different global aspects of the plastic value chain (e.g., those that are not specific to a particular plastic application), such as rate of plastic production, import or per capita use.

- "Targeted plastic application" plastic use by different plastic applications is not an information that is readily available in any database, at least not in the form of a exhaustive or coherent data set. We thus propose an approach to reconstruct the data, and yield the information required to proceed with the next stages of this guidance (hotspotting).

- The challenges encountered here arise from the fact that different databases may have different foci and granularity:
  - Industry sector focus (MRIO), Polymer type focus (Plastic statistics from industry associations) / Product focus (Trade databases)
  - High granularity but no comprehensiveness (import-export from trade data-bases) / Full production consumption datasets but with low level of granularity for plastics (MRIO tables)

- The focus on plastic products as labelled in databases may exclude some key plastic flows in the economy, such as plastic embodied in non-plastic products or the plastic packaging associated with products.

- Details on these 2 approaches provided on the next slide.

**Data source for trade flow: UN comtrade database**

- Plastic value chain analysis for the Country and key metrics
- Targeted Plastic Applications

---

**Overarching approach:** An economy-wide MFA (material flow analysis) scheme for Plastic accounting

- Economic process
- Unused domestic plastic
- Domestic plastic production (DPP)
- Domestic plastic import (DPI)
- Product embedded plastic impor (PPI)
- Societal stock
- Recyclable and residual
- Plastic waste import (PWI)
- Foreign plastic export (FPE)
- Plastic waste leakage (PWL)
- Plastic waste export (PWE)
- Used domestic plastic
- Non food plastic products (NFPP)
- Used Landfill plastic products (ULPP)
- Landfill and incineration

---

**T1.2**

- **Type of product & Frequency**
  - MS/HS: Basis, Year
  - WTO: Basis, Year

- **Select direct data**
  - Period (year)
  - Reports (CN, Other, Hong Kong, MA, Others)
  - Partners (CN, Other, MA, Others)
  - Trade flows (CN, Other, MA, Others)

- **HS as reported**

---

**Method:**

- **UN System:**
  - **UN Comtrade database:** Fast searching of trade flows through API. Back data extraction is now available through Back API. In addition, batch and very large query support is still currently available via the legacy interface for online data.

- **API:**
  - **API Reference:**
  - **Source:**
  - **Year:**

---

**T1.1**

- **File Comtrade database:**
  - **Source:**
  - **Type:**
  - **Frequency:**
  - **Selection:**
  - **Reference:**
  - **Others:**
Each module includes one or several tools designed to support the user in fulfilling the goal of the module. These can be either input tools, assessment tools or output tools. The connection between tools and modules is illustrated in Figure 18. A detailed description of the tools is available below.

**FIGURE 18: connection between modules and tools**

---

11. Input tools include data collection templates and generic data libraries. Assessment tools help carry out the necessary modelling and calculations. Output tools allow to generate result and graphs, as well as support the user in drawing conclusions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOOL N°</th>
<th>TOOL NAME</th>
<th>TOOL TYPE</th>
<th>OBJECTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1.1</td>
<td>Inventory of data sources and data gaps</td>
<td>Input tool</td>
<td>List data sources and identify data gaps on plastic flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1.2</td>
<td>Data collection template</td>
<td>Input tool</td>
<td>Support data collection on topics related to domestic plastic use and plastic flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1.3</td>
<td>Fisheries model canvas</td>
<td>Input tool</td>
<td>Support data collection on topics related to fishing activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2.1</td>
<td>Inventory of data sources and data gaps</td>
<td>Input tool</td>
<td>List data sources and identify data gaps on waste management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2.2</td>
<td>Data collection template</td>
<td>Input tool</td>
<td>Support quantitative data collection on topics related to waste management at country level (waste collection, plastic waste recycling, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2.3</td>
<td>Waste model canvas</td>
<td>Input tool</td>
<td>Canvas for guiding interviews with municipalities or waste management organisation (waste collection, plastic waste recycling, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2.1</td>
<td>Intervention library template</td>
<td>Input tool</td>
<td>Provide a default list of interventions as well as empty slots to insert additional interventions relevant for the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3.1</td>
<td>Instrument library template</td>
<td>Input tool</td>
<td>Provide a default list of instruments as well as empty slots to insert additional instruments relevant for the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1.4</td>
<td>COMTRADE data extraction</td>
<td>Assessment tool</td>
<td>Extract and organise relevant figures from COMTRADE database to be used in the modelling process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3.1</td>
<td>Fisheries leakage calculation</td>
<td>Assessment tool</td>
<td>Estimate plastic weights by type of fishing gear and calculate plastic leakage from the fishing sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3.2</td>
<td>Polymer/application/sector MFA &amp; leakage calculation</td>
<td>Assessment tool</td>
<td>Compute mass balance and plastic leakage for polymer/application/sector hotspots categories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3.3</td>
<td>MFA modelling quality assessment</td>
<td>Assessment tool</td>
<td>Assess the quality of hotspot results based on source reliability and modelling criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3.4</td>
<td>Hotspot prioritisation canvas</td>
<td>Assessment tool</td>
<td>Prioritise hotspots based on absolute leakage quantities as well as relative leakage rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4.1</td>
<td>Waste management hotspot canvas</td>
<td>Assessment tool</td>
<td>Build a waste management dashboard highlighting components of the waste management system that contributes either positively or negatively to plastic leakage mitigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5.1</td>
<td>GIS model</td>
<td>Assessment tool</td>
<td>Provide the user with a pre-computed GIS model to facilitate the generation of relevant maps as an illustration of geographical results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5.2</td>
<td>GIS modelling quality assessment</td>
<td>Assessment tool</td>
<td>Assess the quality of hotspot results based on source reliability and modelling criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6.1</td>
<td>Plastic application impact assessment</td>
<td>Assessment tool</td>
<td>Impact assessment of plastic applications, to complement the analysis in Module T3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2.2</td>
<td>Interventions selection</td>
<td>Assessment tool</td>
<td>Select relevant interventions for each actionable hotspot defined in module S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2.3</td>
<td>Interventions prioritisation</td>
<td>Assessment tool</td>
<td>Prioritise and visualise key interventions based on the full list of interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3.2</td>
<td>Instruments selection</td>
<td>Assessment tool</td>
<td>Select relevant instruments for priority interventions as defined in module S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3.3</td>
<td>Instruments prioritisation</td>
<td>Assessment tool</td>
<td>Prioritise and visualise key instruments based on the full list of selected instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Domestic plastic data repository</td>
<td>Output tool</td>
<td>Gather all relevant data from T1 and T2 as an input to the following modules for modelling and assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Summary of hotspots per category</td>
<td>Output tool</td>
<td>Summarise all hotspots by category resulting from T3 to T6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Actionable hotspot formulation</td>
<td>Output tool</td>
<td>Define actionable hotspots in straightforward sentences stating what is leaking, where the leakage occurs, and why the leakage happens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Final intervention/instrument pairing</td>
<td>Output tool</td>
<td>Final list of paired interventions and instruments, including supporting information and context</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2 How to set up a project at national, sub-national or local level?

The methodology can be implemented at different levels from national, sub-national to local level. In the case of sub-national or local level, national data need to be downscaled using per-capita allocation.

The Guidance can be applied in a modular manner if the user wants to focus on specific questions:

- Modules T1 (Plastic Inputs and Outputs) and T2 (Waste management) can be run independently from other modules when only pursuing the goal of inventorizing plastic inputs and outputs and/or mapping the waste management pathways.

- Module T3 (Hotspotting based on mass balanced and leakage modelling) can be run independently when only aiming to assess leakage in the forms of macroplastics or microplastics for key polymers/applications/industries.

- Module T4 (Waste management hotspots) can be used in a stand-alone mode when only attempting to perform a qualitative assessment of the waste management in place at a national, sub-national or local level.

- Module T5 (Regional mapping) relies on the information gathered in module T3 and is based on GIS analysis.

- Module T6 (Assessing impacts) can be run as a complement to the application hotspotting performed in module T3.

- Module S1 (Hotspot formulation) prioritises and formulates actionable hotspots, and relies on user interpretation of the hotspots in the 5 categories identified in modules T3-T5.

- Modules S2 (Interventions) and S3 (Instruments) can also be used independently as a guiding structure to identify interventions and instruments, and facilitate stakeholder discussion.

However, it is strongly encouraged to run the methodology as a whole and follow the sequence of modules. As stressed in section 3.2, the hotspotting technical stream can be accomplished at different levels of data granularity, depending on data availability.

While setting up a project using this Guidance, key stakeholders and milestones should be considered as described respectively in Figure 19 and Figure 20.

1. The Technical team is mainly responsible for data collection and hotspotting. Data collection can be performed remotely (desktop research and surveys) or on the field through interviews, workshops and site visits. Hotspotting requires basic skills in Material Flow Analysis (MFA), Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and Geographic Information System (GIS). The technical team typically consists of:
   - Consultants,
   - Academics,
   - Experts from regional or governmental agencies.

2. The Coordinator team may include the technical team as well as project leaders. Coordinator team members are responsible for managing the project, liaising with external public and private stakeholders, providing the technical team with key resources and contacts. The coordinator team typically consists of:
   - Regional agencies,
   - NGOs,
   - Governmental bodies.

3. The Enabler group is comprised of external stakeholders representing the target country or region of interest. Such stakeholders may include policy makers, influential public and private decision makers, and any others whose participation may contribute to the successful development and implementation of the action plan to be developed based on the results from the Guidance piloting. The enabler group typically consists of:
   - Members from the government,
   - NGOs,
   - Representatives of the private sector,
   - Local plastic and waste management associations.
FIGURE 19: Key teams and stakeholders involved in the project

**ENABLER GROUP**
- Represent the interests of the country
- Policy makers and influential private sector decision makers
- Stakeholders who will implement interventions

**COORDINATOR TEAM**
- Represent the interest of the project
- Provide leadership in the project

**TECHNICAL TEAM**
- Consultants or technical experts
- Provide mainly the technical expertise for data-collection, hotspotting, and identification of relevant interventions and instruments

FIGURE 20: Key milestones for the project

MONTH 1
- Goal and scope
- Key stakeholders
- Technical streams

MONTH 2
- Data collection
- Leakage hotspot modelling
- Impact assessment

MONTH 6
- T1 & T2
- T3-T5
- T6

MONTH 8
- Begin strategic stream
- Conclude strategic stream
- Monitor progress

MONTH 12
- S1
- S2
- S3
To launch a project, five main stages should be followed as described and illustrated below. This proposed project structure has proven successful in the piloting phase but can be adapted by users to best suit their needs and context specificities. The expected time frame for a project from inception to completion is one year.

1. **ESTABLISH THE GOAL AND SCOPE OF THE PROJECT**
   - Choose the geographical scope (national, sub-national or local);
   - Benchmark with other country and regional projects and identify possible synergies;
   - Establish the level of ambition and resources (which will determine the workload on data-collection);
   - Conduct strategy and goal setting.

2. **IDENTIFY KEY STAKEHOLDERS**
   - Include formal and informal sector stakeholders, as multi-stakeholder engagement and collaboration is key to the success of the project;
   - Benchmark with other country and regional projects and identify possible synergies;
   - Map stakeholders and detail their potential role;
   - Develop a project plan once the key stakeholders are mapped. For additional information, please see modules S1 to S3.

3. **CONDUCT THE TECHNICAL STREAM (T1-T6)**
   - **PREPARE**
     - Start with the Technical and Coordinator teams, organise an inception workshop to introduce the project and engage identified key stakeholders (i.e., Enabler group members).
     - Map data-sources, including potentially unknown sources.
     - Identify key stakeholders to be involved in data-collection. If field work will be performed, identify and hire local experts.
   - **DO**
     - Perform data-collection and complete Module T1 (Plastic Inputs and Outputs) and T2 (Waste management).
     - Run other technical modules related to leakage and impacts i.e., T3 (polymer/application/sector hotspots), T4 (waste management hotspots), T5 (Regional hotspots) and T6 (Impacts).
   - **FINALISE**
     - Summarise results in a report and prepare a workshop with the Coordinator team to start the strategic stream.

4. **BEGIN THE STRATEGIC STREAM (S1 & S2)**
   - Organise a first workshop with the Coordinator team to prioritise hotspots (S1) and the key areas of intervention (S2) by leveraging the hotspot-intervention matrix, which will be provided in the supporting spreadsheet of S2.
   - Organise a second workshop with Enabler group members as well as a wide consultation to refine the prioritisation of hotspots as well as the key areas of interventions.

5. **CONCLUDE THE STRATEGIC STREAM (S3)**
   - Organise a strategic workshop with the Enabler group to discuss and converge on the most efficient instruments to implement the interventions. Consider synergies among possible interventions and conditions needed to enable success.
   - Identify a process to monitor progress through key performance indicators (KPIs). Technical stream provides a series of metrics (e.g. leakage per application) that can be used to re-assess the situation over-time and monitor progress. Other KPIs can be defined by the Coordinator Team and Coordinator Team of the project.
   - Develop an action plan through wide consultation and assign responsibility to relevant stakeholders for its implementation. Identify concrete goals and milestones for each task.
This glossary is an abbreviated version of a more comprehensive glossary, and it only includes the relevant terms for the Guidance. The comprehensive glossary is the result of an iterative consultation process that began during an expert workshop organised by IUCN in June 2018 and continued throughout the development of the current publication. Definitions were reviewed and fine-tuned through the Plastic Leak Project (2019), incorporating feedback from a panel of more than 30 experts.

**Circular economy**

A circular economy is a global economic model that aims to decouple economic growth and development from the consumption of finite resources.

*Source:* [https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org](https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org)

A circular economy is a proposed alternative to the traditional linear economy in which products are made, used and disposed of at the end of their use. The circular economy model aims to keep resources in use for as long as possible to extract the maximum value from them. This involves recovery and regeneration of products and materials at the end of each product's life.


**Circularity**

Material circularity is a concept embedded within the circular economy framework. Circularity is not an assessment method but often associated with metrics based on the recycling or reuse rates for different materials.

**Dumping**

Dumping is the deliberate disposal of large quantities of litter in a particular area, that is not controlled. Dumping can be the result of the formal or informal collection sector. This could be anything from a single bag of rubbish to a large sofa to a broken refrigerator.


**Environmental fate**

The environmental fate of a chemical describes the proportion of chemical that is transferred to the environment, and the length of time the chemical stays in the various environmental media.


**Environmental footprint**

A total product environmental footprint is a measure of the pollutant emissions associated with all activities in the product’s life cycle. Products are defined as either goods or services. ISO 14044 defines a footprint as, “metric(s) used to report life cycle assessment results addressing an area of concern” and defines area of concern as an “aspect of the natural environment, human health or resources of interest to society”.

The direct footprint measures specific impacts created by the firm or any company-owned and company-controlled activities or products. A comprehensive study of all relevant impacts needs the assessment of several impacts, for instance with an LCA. The indirect footprint measures the impact of many other activities related to the company or product but controlled by third parties. A comprehensive environmental assessment is based on a cradle-to-grave approach and considers upstream (i.e., suppliers) and downstream (i.e., customers) activities of a company.


**Environmental impact**

Changes in environmental conditions lead to impacts on the social and economic functions of the environment, such as the provision of adequate conditions for health, resources availability, and biodiversity. Impacts often occur in a sequence: for example, GHG emissions cause global warming (i.e., primary effect), which causes an increase in temperature (i.e., secondary effect), leading to a rise of sea level (i.e., tertiary effect), finally leading to loss of biodiversity.


**Effect**

The effect of a chemical is determined by the sensitivity of a species to that chemical, among other factors, and is often derived from experimental toxicity data. For example, for human toxicity, it corresponds to the link between the quantity taken in via a given exposure route by a population to the adverse effects (or potential risk) generated by the chemical and the severity of disabilities caused by a disease in terms of affected life years.
Chemical exposure

A "chemical exposure" can be defined as the measurement of both the amount of, and the frequency with which, a substance comes into contact with a person or the environment.

Various species in an ecosystem can be exposed to chemicals through different uptake routes, such as inhalation of polluted air or ingestion of polluted water. For example, for human toxicity, exposure can be distinguished between direct intake (e.g., by breathing air and drinking water), indirect intake through bioconcentration processes in animal tissues (e.g., meat, milk and fish) and intake by dermal contact. The fate and exposure of chemicals are generally modelled with multimedia fate and exposure models.

Fly tipping

Fly-tipping is the deliberate disposal of large quantities of litter in the environment without any specific location. This could be anything from a single bag of rubbish to a large sofa to a broken refrigerator (e.g. accumulating on the roadside or remote places).


Hotspot

Either a component of the system that directly or indirectly contributes to plastic leakage and impact, or that can be acted upon to mitigate this leakage or the resulting impacts.

Instrument

A practical way to implement the intervention and enable progress (e.g., regulate, raise awareness)

Intervention

An action that can be taken to mitigate the leakage from a given hotspot or reduce its impacts.

Leakage, loss and release

The generic term leakage is defined here as the combination of losses and releases.

The loss is the quantity of plastics that leaves a properly managed product or waste management system, as the fraction of materials that is detached from the plastic product during manufacturing, use or transport for microplastics or as mismanaged waste for macroplastics. We define a properly managed waste management system as a system where no leakage is expected to occur such as recycling, incineration or properly managed sanitary landfills. Losses are specific to various sources and activities (e.g., the processes of losing all types of plastics into the environment through abrasion, weathering or unintentional spills during production, transport, use, maintenance or recycling of products containing plastics, littered plastic packaging).

The releases are the fractions of the loss that are ultimately released into different environmental compartments. The following release pathways are considered throughout this methodology:

(i) Releases to waterways and oceans represent the plastics released to rivers, lakes or directly to oceans.

(ii) Releases to soils represent the plastics released to either the soil surface or to deep soil, such as plastics leaching from waste dumps to shallow or deep soils.

(iii) Releases to terrestrial environment represent the plastics released to terrestrial environment other than soils, such as plastics deposited and stored in dumpsites, plastics deposited on buildings or trees, or littered plastic packaging.

(iv) Releases to air represent the plastic released to air, such as plastic micro-fibers emitted when synthetic textiles are worn.


Life cycle

Consecutive and interlinked stages of a product system, from raw material acquisition or generation from natural resources to final disposal.

Source: ISO 14040

Life cycle assessment (LCA)

Life cycle assessment (LCA) is an environmental assessment method based on an inventory of potential flow of pollutants entering different compartments of the environment (e.g. air, water, soil) and the assessment of associated environmental impacts of a product system throughout its life cycle.

Source: ISO 14040

Littering

Littering is the incorrect disposal of small, one-off items, such as: throwing a cigarette, dropping a crisp packet, or a drink cup. Most of the time these items end-up on the road or side-ways. They may or may not be collected by municipal street cleaning.


Macroplastic

Macroplastics are large plastic waste readily visible and with dimensions larger than 5 mm, typically plastic packaging, plastic infrastructure or fishing nets.

Microplastic
Microplastics are small plastic particulates below 5 mm in size and above 1 μm. Two types of microplastics are contaminating the world’s oceans: primary and secondary microplastics.

Source: GESAMP 2019 Guidelines for the monitoring & assessment of plastic litter in the ocean

Nanoplastic
The term nanoplastics is still under debate, and some authors set the upper size limit at 1000 nm while others at 100 nm. Gigault et al. (2018) define nanoplastics as particles within a size ranging from 1 to 1000 nm resulting from the degradation of industrial plastic objects and can exhibit a colloidal behaviour.


On-the-go vs in-home plastics
On-the-go plastic items are those consumed while on the move in public spaces, whereas in-home plastics are used in houses or at cafes and restaurants.


Plastic
Plastics are commercially-used materials made from monomers and other raw materials chemically reacted to a macromolecular structure, the polymer, which forms the main structural component of the plastic.

The name plastic refers to their easy processability and shaping (G: plas-tein = to form, to shape). Plastics are usually divided into two groups according to their physical or chemical hardening processes: thermoplastic and thermosetting resins (i.e., polymers). Plastics contain additives to achieve defined properties.


Plastic Application
A product or packaging partially or totally made of plastic.

Plastic detachable part
Any part of the packaging that can be removed to access the product or that is directly in contact with the product such as a lid, a sleeve or a protecting film.

Polymer
Polymers are group of organic, semi-organic, or inorganic chemical substances containing large polymer molecules. These molecules are formed by linking together small molecules, called monomers, by polymerisations processes (G: polys = many, meros = part). According to the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) polymer and macromolecular substance are synonyms.


Primary microplastic
Primary microplastics are plastics directly released into the environment in the form of small particulates. They may be intentionally added to products such as scrubbing agents in toiletries and cosmetics (e.g., shower gels) or they may originate from the abrasion of large plastic objects during manufacturing, use or maintenance such as the erosion of tyres when driving or of the abrasion of synthetic textiles during washing.


Recycled plastic
A recycled plastic is a plastic made from recovered and recycled material. The term “secondary” is often used interchangeably with “recycled”.

Recycling, upcycling and downcycling
Recycling is when waste materials are converted into new materials for the production of new products. Upcycling is when materials are recycled to produce a higher value or quality product than the original. Downcycling is a recycling process where the value of the recycled material decreases over time, being used in less valued processes, with lesser quality material and with changes in inherent properties, when compared to its original use.


Sanitary landfills
Landfilling is the deliberate disposal of large quantities of litter in a particular area, that is controlled (e.g., waste being covered on a daily basis, as well as the bottom of the landfill designed in a way to avoid spills). Landfilling is mainly the result of a formal collection sector.
Secondary microplastic
Secondary microplastics originate from the degradation of larger plastic items into smaller plastic fragments once exposed to the environment. This happens through photodegradation and other weathering processes of mismanaged waste such as discarded plastic bags, or from unintentional losses such as fishing nets.


Single-use plastic
Single-use plastics products include a diverse range of commonly used fast-moving consumer products that are discarded after having been used once for the purpose for which they were provided, are rarely recycled, and are prone to littering.


SPI code
In 1988 The Society of the Plastics Industry (SPI) created a coding system that assists recyclers with the recycling of plastics. Virtually all plastic products have the recycling symbol. The number inside the triangle indicates the type of synthetic resin:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resin Identification Number</th>
<th>Resin Identification Code - Option A</th>
<th>Resin Identification Code - Option B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PETE</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HOPE</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>LDPE</td>
<td>PE-LD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>PP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>OTHER</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Supply chain
The supply chain of a product includes all its upstream activities. This includes the processes involved in its production and distribution, as well as aspects such as material type, material sourcing and transport of products between production stages and from final production to markets.

Take-back scheme
A take-back scheme is when firms retrieve products they manufacture or sell from customers at the products end of life via third parties or contractors in order to recycle, resell, appropriately dispose or renovate them.

Source: https://www.plasticseurope.org/en/about-plastics/what-are-plastics/large-family

Tyre and road wear particles
Tyre wear particles are generated from the friction between the tyre and the road. This ensures a sufficient grip on the road and safety. The particles are therefore not simply rubber pieces from the tyre, but an agglomeration of material from the tyre and the road. They are therefore identified as Tyre and Road Wear Particles (TRWP).


Value chain
The value chain is the sum of all of the processes involved in cradle-to-grave activities (such as upstream resource sourcing and production, to downstream marketing, after-sales services and product end-of-life) by which a company adds value to a product.

Virgin plastic
A virgin plastic is a plastic made from virgin raw material (i.e., the extraction of crude oil). The term “primary” is often used interchangeably with “virgin”.

Waste-to-energy (WtE)
Waste-to-energy is a waste treatment technique designed to recover energy from waste. The incineration of waste is taken advantage of to produce heat and/or electricity.
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